


workers.

S, : In  addition , industries are reducing their current staff levels

because of a decline in national economic condition.
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Cause and effect = Cause +

Because of a decline in national

economic condition , industries are

reducing their current staff.

Effect

It is difficult for workers to find

employment this year.

Many industries are not hiring new workers. So it is difficult for

workers to find employment this year.

Many industries are not hiring new workers. Thus it is difficult for

workers to find employment this year.

Many industries are not hiring new workers. Therefore , it is

difficult for workers to find employment this year.
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S, Many of my students have difficulty taking tests . S, For some,

the test situation causes great stress and tension. S, The minds of

these students “go blank” when they receive the test booklets. S, Others

do not know how to study and , thus , come to the test ill-prepared

to answer the questions. S, Some students study correctly but do not

follow directions on the test. S, They usually do no finish the exam.

S,  These are some of the factors that contribute to the poor

performance of certain students on tests.

(qinW%& EN 306, WI% 192)

I Topic sentence : I S, Many of my students have difficulty taking tests. 1

ist Major support : / 5, For some , the test siiuaiiull  causes great stress 1

I

and tension.

/

Detail S, The minds of these students “go blank” when

they receive the test booklets. I

2”d  Major support :
I

S,  Others do not know how to study and ,thus,  come

I to the test ill-prepared to answer the questions. I
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7.4.3 ni?%jbAfx&f$cW!~~  Positive Cause and Effect Relationship

m Neaative Cause and Effect Relationship

1
St

major support b?IPdUiPI  positive cause - effect

2 “d major support b%dbbUEl  positive cause -effect

3 rd major support b%..UIn-I negative cause - effect
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